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In this paper a theory of optimal control is developed for stochastic systems 
whose performance is measured by the exponential of an integral form. Such a 
formulation of the cost function is shown to be not only general and useful but also 
analytically tractable. Starting with very general classes of stochastic systems. 
optimality conditions are obtained which exploit the multiplicative decomposability 
of the exponential-of-integral form. Specializing to partially observed systems of 
stochastic differential equations with Brownian Motion disturbances. optimality 
conditions are obtained which parallel those for systems with integral costs. Also 
treated are the special cases of linear systems with exponential of quadratic costs 
for which explicit optimal controls are obtainable. In addition, several general 
results of independent interest are obtained, which concern optimality of stochastic 
systems. 
I. IN?.R~Du~TION 
The performance of deterministic dynamic systems is usually measured by 
the integral of an instantaneous cost rate--j; cdt. For such systems 
minimization of this cost function is equivalent to the minimization of an 
alternative cost function, m(jt c dt), whenever m is a monotone increasing 
function. For stochastic systems, however, the respective performance indices 
are the expected values of these cost functions, E 1,‘~ dt and Elm(ji c dt)]. 
and the minimizations of these two cost criteria are clearly not equivalent. 
The theory of optimal control of stochastic systems has so far been confined 
to those systems with integral costs, i.e., E s,‘c dt, which have been well 
studied in the literature [l-6]. In this paper we develop a theory of optimal 
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control of stochastic systems where the monotone function m is an 
exponential, i.e., for cost criteria of the form E[exp(j,T c dt)]. 
For several reasons such a cost criterion is not only an attractive choice of 
a performance index but is also sufficiently tractable to be interesting. Upon 
the introduction of a constant ,D into the exponential-of-integral cost (EI 
cost), it may be written in a Taylor’s series as (under some conditions), 
For small values of p, E[exp(,&l c(dt)] z 1 + ,&IJ’i c dt ] and it is then 
clear from L’Hospital’s Rule that minimization of the EI cost for @ zz 0 is 
equivalent to the minimization of E[Jl c df]. Thus, the integral cost case is in 
fact a special limiting case of the EI cost. Such a result has in fact been 
obtained in 17, 81 for the special case where the exponent is a quadratic 
form. 
From (1) it is also clear that minimization of the EI cost involves 
minimization of some combination of all moments of r,‘c dt. Moreover, by 
choice of p, the weights assigned to these moments may be altered, thus 
allowing some flexibility over the probability distribution of the integral loss. 
Such an effect has also been noticed in [ 7,8 ] for the exponential of quadratic 
case. 
What, however, renders this cost criterion especially attractive is that at 
any time t, the exponential of the integral may be multiplicatively decom- 
posed as exp Jc c ds = exp fb x ds o exp JTc ds. This is analogous to the 
additive decomposition of the integral cost as .[i c ds = 1’0 cds t J‘; cds. 
Therefore, as in the integral case, quantities such as cost-to-go, optimal value 
function and concepts such as the principle of optimality emerge, and 
dynamic programming type optimality conditions [ 91 may be obtained. 
In this paper we develop just such a theory for very general classes of 
systems. We start in Section 2 by studying optimality and later optimality 
with respect to the EI criterion in a very general context in Section 3. We 
then proceed in Section 4 to partially observed systems of stochastic 
differential equations with Brownian Motion disturbances and finally in 
Section 5 to special types of linear systems where explicit solutions are 
actually possible. Along the way we obtain some interesting results about 
optimality in general. 
2. ABSTRACT MODEL OF STOCHASTIC OPTIMAL CONTROL 
In this section we lay the basis for the succeeding treatment of the EI 
criterion. We develop this basis by starting with the description of an 
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abstract model of Striebel [ 51 for continuous time stochastic optimal control 
of very general systems. The discrete time version of this model is presented 
in [lo]. 
(i) For T < co let (j7;, t E [O, T] } and {Gt, t E [ 0, T] } be increasing 
families of u-algebras of a point set R satisfying Go = (@, Q} and C9z c-5 
for each t E 10, T]. 
(ii) Let (74, t E 10, T]} b e a family of sets with 2P0 a singleton and for 
each s and t with 0 < s < t < T let z,,,: Z$ + 2P: satisfy the consistency 
conditions z,,, = I and 71~,, 0 rc,,( = rr,,( for every r E [s, t]. 
(iii) For each t E [0, T] let (P,,, t, E Pt:) be a family of probability 
measures on (0, YJ satisfying Pn,.rr,(A) = PC,(A) for all A E &. 
(iv) Let F: R + R + be ,FT-measurable and such that E&) < co for 
all C$ E ZYT. (In the preceding and for the remainder of the paper E,(.) 
denotes expectation under the probability measure P,, ET(.) the 
cooresponding conditional expectation with respect to 5” and Py the 
restriction of the probability measure P, to the u-algebra g. 
The interpretation of the model is as follows. The family of u-algebras 
{%<, t E (0, T] is assumed to represent the evolution of the system, i.e., all 
processes in the system are adapted to it. At each time instant t, the 
controller’s knowledge is represented by the o-algebra g3,. Since the 
controller can know only a portion of the total history of the system it is 
natural that 2, c,T. We adopt the convention that at t = 0 the controller 
knows nothing, i.e., 62,, = (@, 0). 
q is interpreted as the set of admissible control laws up to time t, while 
71 ,Y., is the truncation mapping which truncates control laws up to time t to 
produce control laws up to time s. 
In this system control laws are assumed to influence system events by 
influencing the probabilities of their occurrence. Hence, each control law <, 
up to time t, is associated with a probability measure Pit on (Q,.YJ Since 
our interest is confined to causal systems, the probability of an event before 
time t is assumed to be influenced only by the portion of the control law 
upto time t. Hence, Pr,(A) = P,,,lr,(A) for all A E 5. 
Finally L is interpreted as the cost incurred by the controller. Our 
attention will be restricted to those control laws yielding finite expected costs 
and therefore E,r(L) < co for all r7. E PT. 
For this model two differing definitions of optimality may be made. 
DEFINITION 1. A control law r”, E gr is said to be dynamic optimal if 
for each t E 10, ?J 
q(L) < E;(L) a.s. Pz for all c, with x,,,c$ = 7~,,~&.. (2) 
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DEFINITION 2. A control law <“, E PT is said to be static optimal if 
E I;(L) G E&) for all lr E PT. (3) 
Definition 1 due to Striebel [5] ( h w o, however, calls it conditional 
optimality) is natural since with respect to the information available at any 
time t, no incentive should be present to modify the optimal strategy. On the 
other hand, Definition 2 is the usual, and also natural, definition of an 
optimal strategy as that which minimizes the expected cost. It was realized in 
[S ] that when (2) was satisfied for every t, it was true for t = 0 and hence (3) 
also was satisfied. In other words, every dynamic optimal control law is also 
static optimal. The converse is, however, not true! We provide a counterex- 
ample (which is in discrete time, but is easily modilied to continuous time). 
COUNTEREXAMPLE 3. Let the time set of interest be (0, 1, 2} and let .C? = 
(WI 3 w~,~~,w~I. Define T,= {@,Q}, .T= {@,Q, {u,,w~}~ {~)3,w4JJ, 
%S, = 2’ and Bi =<5 for i = 0, 1, 2. Let (T = (a,, a,, a,), TZ = (a,,, a,, bz) 
with a, # b,, & = (a,,.... ai) for i= 0, 1 and ZPO = (&), Z!, = (rl) and & = 
([T, ri}. Define the truncation mapping z,,, for s < t by ~~.~(c~,..., c,) = 
CC O’“‘, c,) and the actions of the control laws by the following probability 
measures. Let P,,, be the trivial probability measure on (a,&,), P,, the 
probability measure on (Q,&) satisfying Ps,( (0, , wZ}) = 4 and P,! and 
Psi probability measures on (Q,FJ satisfying P,;((w,]) = $, P,;({Lo~})= $, 
P,;( { wz}) = 5 and P,;( (wj}) = a. Finally, the cost incurred by the controller 
is given by L: 0 + R + satisfying L(o,) = Jo = 2 and L(o,) = L(o,) = 3. 
For this example En(L) < E,$L) but E;(L) 4 Ez (L) as. PC. Hence CT 
is static optimal but not dynamic optimal. 
To establish conditions guaranteeing that such counterexamples do not 
occur, we need the following definition first made in [5] in connection with 
the submartingale property of the conditional loss function (see Theorem 2). 
DEFINITION 4. The stochastic control model possesses the s-lattice 
property if whenever there exist <, E PT and c2 E & with r~~,~<, = rr,,,cz for 
some t E [O, T] then for any E > 0 there exists cl E Pr with 7~~,~& = 7c,.,& 
for i = 1,2 and E:(L) < ET(L) + E a.s. PF for i = 1,2. 
The following is our first result. 
THEOREM 5. If the system possesses the e-lattice property, then any 
static optimal C$ is also dynamic optial. 
Prooj Suppose r”, is not dynamic optimal. Then there exists 6 > 0 and 
for some t E [0, T] there exists rk E %T with rr,,,<i. = rr,,,r”, and P&l) > 0. 
where A = {o E Q: E;(L) > E;(L) + S}. Define r] > 0 by 
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By the c-lattice property, for 0 < s < (q + @,:(A)) there exists L$ E 2Yr 
with rr,,,<: = rr,,,c’, for i = 0, 1 and Es(L) <E:(L) + E a.s. P$ for 
i=O, 1. Now, 
I 
E,,,(L) - E,;(L) = E,;,[E;;(L) -E;(L) ] 
= E&,(E$L) -E;(L)) + I,@$4 -E;(L))] 
> EqlI,(qp) -E;(L)) - EP,)I(A”)] 
= E,;[Z, (E;(L) - ET(L)) + IA (E;(L) - E;(L))] - &P&4 ‘) 
which is a contradiction . Hence r”,. is also dynamic optimal. 
For the preceding model, elegant martingale conditions relating to 
optimality are given in [ 51 and are summarized below. 
THEOREM 6. If there exists t;“, E & and tffor each t E ]O, T] there exists 
F,: ~2 x %t -+ R + such that F,(., [,) is G?,-measurable for each r, E 22, and (i) 
F,(., 71(.7(r) is a submartingale on {Gt”,, t E [0, T]) under P,, for all &E. P/r 
and a martingale for <“,, (ii) F,( , 5,) = E:(L) a.s. P$‘for all 5,. E ZYT, then 
ry is a dynamic’optimal. 
Proof. See Theorem 1 of 151. 
The above martingale conditions are also necessary conditions for 
optimality when the system possesses the c-lattice property. 
THEOREM I. When the system possesses the E-lattice property, the 
conditional loss function F,: R x q -+ R + defined by FF?,(w, &) = PF - . 
essential lnfimumllr,Rr: n,,,l, =I,l E:(L) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6 
whenever C”, is dynamic optimal. 
The conditional loss function itself is characterized uniquely by the 
following result from 15 1. 
THEOREM 8. If the system possesses the E-lattice property then the 
conditional loss function is characterized by the properties 
^ 
(i) F,: LIxZ$-+R is such that E,(., r,) is Ql,-measurable and 
E,,[F,(., 5,)] < 0~) for all $E %f and t E ]O, T]. 
(ii) F,(w, &) = P: - essential intimum Ez[P,(w, t;,)] a.s. 
IlIE% n,Jl/=lil 
Pz whenever s < t and c, E gS. (3) 
(iii) P,(w, 5,) = E:(L) a.s. Pzfor every rT E PT. 
Proof See Theorem 5 of [ 5 1. 
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3. THE EXPONENTIAL-OF-INTEGRAL COST 
The preceding section dealt with optimality for every general systems with 
respect to very general.cost criteria. In this section we deal with the special 
results obtainable when the cost function is the exponential of an integral. 
DEFINITION 9. The cost criterion is said to be an exponential of an 
integral cost (EI cost), if 
(4) 
where cI: $2 x Pt -+ R + is such that c,(., 5,) is LPJ,-measurable for each 5, and 
c~(w, ~,,,r,) is jointly measurable in (t, w) for each & E PT. 
When the system possesses an EI cost, which assumption we make for the 
remainder of this paper, a result reminiscent of the principle of optimality for 
integral costs [3-5 1 is valid. 
THEOREM 10. For each t E [0, T] let F,: Q x q + R, and V,: 
~2 x 2$ + R + both be such that F,(., &) and V,(., &) are 2?,-measurable for 
every lI E gf and F,(w, z[,~<~) and V,(o, 7c,,,&) are jointly measurable in 
(t, o) for every rT E W,. Let F, and V, be related by 
F,(G <,I = V,(w t,) exp 
[ 
( cs(w ~5) ds] 
for all t E [0, TI and r, E q. (5) 
Then F, satisfies (3) if and only if Vt satisfies 
V,(u, r,) = P;T - essential infimum 
Il,‘Y/I:n,,,l,=lrl 
for all <, E pS and 0 < s < t < T. 
ProoJ: When (3) is satisfied, for any 0 < s < t < T and c, E PS, 
[I 
s 
Vs(w t,) exp c,(u, ~,,,ls) dr 
0 1 
= FJw, r,) = e - es;Fr$a! i;fiitym Ez[F,(w, <,)I 
I 1’ S, f I 
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= FF; - essential inlimum E: 
lI,E”,:n,,,l~=lJ I 
VAw l,) exp 
X exp c,(w> ~,ttJ dr 
= qSS - essential inlimum E’ 
I (1 
s 
rt,=v,: “s.,l,=I,) I,’ v,(w <,I exp c,b ~5s) dr 0 )I 
ii 
I 
x exp c,(w n,,l t,) dr r )J 
= exp [’ c,(o, 71 
i 
..,&I dr) . PT - essential inlimum 
"0 
IlIE r;;: r,,,I,= ITI 
E;:’ 
I 
v,(w t,) exp 
( 
\’ C,(QA ~,,,5J dr) ] 
.s 
as. PFYS from Lemma A.2.12 of IlO]. Since exp(J‘i c,(w, 7~,,~5,) ds) 2 1, (6) is 
obtained. To obtain (3) from (6) multiply both sides of (6) by 
exp 1: c,(w, n,,,<,) dr and retrace the steps above. 
From Bellman [ 9 ] and [ 3-51 it is clear that the tractability of an integral 
cost criterion is because of its additive decomposability 
j:cds=j-;cds+j-t*cds. (7) 
From Theorem 5, on the other hand, it is evident that the susceptibility of the 
EI cost to dynamic programming is because of its multiplicative decom- 
posability, 
exp I 
T 
c ds = exp 
0 I 
I T 
c ds . exp I c ds. 0 I 
Thus, as for integral costs, quantities such as cost-to-go, value function, etc., 
are identifiable and dynamic programming conditions are obtainable. The EI 
cost citerion and the integral cost criterion may therefore be viewed as 
additive or multiplicative parallels of each other. Of course, either of the two 
may be converted to the other by the familiar method of adding a state 
variable, but such an approach would cease to be natural and quantities such 
as cost-to-go would then lose their physical interpretations. 
More readily, a comparison of (7) and (8) leads to the observation that if 
one could formulate a more general cost criterion rn(ji c ds) that features 
both the additive decomposability of (7) and the multiplicative decom- 
posability of (8), then it too would be susceptible to dynamic programming, 
i.e., a cost criterion rn(jr c ds) would allow dynamic programming if there 
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were functions h and g such that for each t E [0, r], m(l,Tcds) has the 
decomposition 
m (J)ds)=h (j-)ds)m (,:cds) +g(j;cds). (9) 
Note that (7) is a special case of (9) with m = I = g and h = 1, while (8) is a 
special case of (9) with m = exp = h and g = 0. However, the following 
result shows that these are the only two interesting cases that satisfy (9). 
LEMMA Il. There exist h: R -+ R and g: R + R, both differentiable at 0 
satisfying 
4x + Y) = h(x) 4~) + g(x) for all x, y (10) 
for some m: R -+ R, if and only if, m is one of the following functions, 
(i) m(y) = c, (ii) m(y) = a + by, (iii) m(y) = aeby + c. (11) 
Proof: When (10) is satisfied, then for x = 0, m(y) = h(0) m(y) + g(0). 
Hence, if h(0) # 1, then m(y) = g(O)/(l - h(0)) satisfying (1l.i). If, 
however, h(0) = 1, then g(0) = 0 and (llx)lm(x + Y) - m(y)1 = 
(l/x) m(y)P(x) - 11 + W4 &>. * s x + 0 the limit on the right and hence 
also on the left exists. Thus ti(y) = m(y) h’(0) + g(O)(( ‘) denoting 
derivative). If h’(0) = 0, then m(y) = m(0) + y&O) and (1 l.ii) is true. If 
h’(0) # 0, then solving the differential equation yields (1 liii). The reverse 
implication is trivially verified. 
When rn(ii c dt) is adopted as a cost criterion then m given by (1l.i) 
yields a constant cost function, and is obviously of no practical use. Case 
(1 l.ii) is merely a scaling and translation of the integral cost criterion and 
case (1 l.iii) is just a scaling and translation of the EI cost. Hence, these are 
the only two useful cases to emerge from (9). The integral cost function has 
been extensively studied in the literature. Here we study the EI cost criterion. 
We shall call V, defined by (5) with F, =$.I, the value function. The 
following properties of the value function are required in Section 4. 
DEFINITION 12. A control law cr E FPT is value decreasing if, for every 
0 <s < t < T, Ez[ Vf(w, rc,,,&)] < Vs(w, z,,~&.) a.s. Pz. In other words, a 
control law & is value decreasing if VI(w, n,,,&) is a supermartingale on 
(Q, , t E [0, T] } under PCT. 
LEMMA 13. If the system possesses the e-lattice property and if C$ is 
dynamic optimal, then it is value decreasing. 
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Proof. From Theorem (7) the conditional loss function .F?!(o, z,,~<,) is a 
martingale on (a,, t E [0, T] } under P,, . Hence for 0 < s < t < T, from (6) 
we have 
> exp 
cr 
” c,(w q,&“,, dr . “;;I V,(Q ~,,&,I a.s. P:. 
0 
T 
By dividing both sides by exp JS, c,(w, rr,,,<“,) dt the result is obtained. 
Definition 12 is the multiplicative analog of the corresponding definitions 
of 13, 41 for integral costs. Lemma 13 is, however, more powerful than 
similar results in [3, 41 since the latter have relied on the comparatively 
stronger “relative completeness” properties while our results are true under 
the weaker &-lattice hypothesis. 
4. PARTIALLY OBSERVED SYSTEMS OF STOCHASTIC 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
We now turn our attention to systems modeled by stochastic differential 
equations where only partial observations of the system are available to the 
controller. The performance of the controller is measured by an EI cost. We 
obtain necessary and sufftcient optimality conditions which are the analogs 
of the results of 141 for integral costs. 
We study the partially observed systems of stochastic differential 
equations (s.d.e.‘s) as a special case of the model of Section 2. To do so 
requires some departure from the traditional. In Section 2 while the obser- 
vation u-algebras are assumed to be independent of the control laws used, the 
probability measures on the measurable spaces are assumed to be influenced 
by the control laws. These two features are in distinct contradiction to the 
general situation obtained with the traditional approach [ 11. However, by 
interpreting s.d.e.‘s by an approach due to Girsanov [ 111, which we describe 
below, the two features desired may’ be obtained. This approach has the 
added benefit that the usual Lipschitz conditions [ 121 are not needed. The 
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Girsanov interpretation of s.d.e.‘s was first used by Benes [ 131 in connection 
with the existence problem in stochastic control and has subsequently found 
widespread use, e.g., 14, 14-171. 
For T < co, let Q be the Banach space of I?“+“-valued continuous 
functions on [0, T] with the norm on z E Q defined by J/zIJ, = 
SUP~~,~,~, Iz(t)J, where 1 e ( is the Euclidean norm on I?“+“‘. For each 
t E 10, T] let ~;“; be the a-algebra on R generated by cylinder sets of the form 
(z E R: z(s) E A }, where s E (0. T] and A c R”+m is a Bore1 set, and let 9f 
be a similar u-algebra generated however by the cylinder sets corresponding 
only to the last m components of the (n + m)-vector z. 
Let {wT,t E IO, T]} be an R”+m -valued separable and measurable 
Brownian motion on a probability space (Q*,.F*, P*). For each I E [O, T] 
let .FT be the u-algebra generated by { wf, s E [O, t] }. Let CT = (aij) be an 
(n + m) x (n + m)-matrix valued function satisfying 
6) oij: [O. T] X Q + R is jointly measurable and a,(t, .) is <T- 
measurable for each t E [0, T]. 
6) Ci,j JP * ( > oij t, z dt < co and a(& z) is nonsingular for all (t, z). 
(iii) there exists an (n + m)-valued stochastic process satisfying the 
stochastic integral equation z(t) = z,, + JA a($, z) dw*(s). As in 14 ] the 
mapping z: Q* + R is well defined and measurable. Let CT? = z-‘(YJ and 
define a probability measure P, on (l2,2J by P,(A) = P*(zF’(A)) for all 
A E *F. Let U c R’ be a Bore1 set and g be a function satisfying 
(i) g: [O, T] X Q X U-+ iR ‘+VI is jointly measurable and g(r, ., U) is 
.F-measurable for each t E [O, T] and u E U. 
(ii) there exists go: R -P R an increasing function with 
lo- ‘Cl, 2) g(t, z. u)l < g”ml/,) for all (t, u). (12) 
For 0 < s < t < T let P’f be an index set such that for each {: E Pi. there is 
a function 28: satisfying 
0) A: [s, t] x a --, lJ is jointly measurable and u*:(r. .) is CZT- 
measurable for each r E [s, t]. 
(ii) Ep[p:(zJ)] = 1 a.s. PO, where pf is defined by 
pf(zd) = exp W’(L z) g( 5, z, zd(t, z)) 
I 
dx; 
- ; 
I 
’ ju-‘(7, z) g(s, z, u$r, z))I’ dr 
s 
(13) 
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The integrals in (13.ii) are well defined due to (12.ii).Denoting %2/b y gf:, for 
each <, E rZ; let P,! be a probability measure on (R,YJ defined 
P,,(A) = J PbV) dP, for all A E .T. 
A 
The following theorem due to [ 111 is the key to the measure transformation 
interpretation of s.d.e.‘s. 
THEOREM 14. Let PT, be a probability measure on (f2*,TF) defined by 
Pz(z-‘(A)) = P,,(A)for all A E ,&. Then 
(i) dw(s) = dw*(s) - u-‘(s, z) g(s, z, ulr(s, z)) ds is a Brownian 
motion on IO, t]. 
(ii) on the probability space (fl,.<, Pr,) the process {z,, s E 10, Tj} 
satisfies z(s) = z0 + Ji g(r, z, ul’(r, z)) dt + .fi a(~, z) dw(T). 
Proof. See Theorem 1 of [ 111, Lemma 6 of [ 111 and Theorem 2.1 of 141. 
Finally, we assume that E:‘(L) = exp[ii c(t, z, ubr(t, z)) dt] for all & E PT, 
where c: (0, T] X R X U-t [0, k] with k < co is jointly measurable and 
c(t, ., U) is 9,-measurable for each t E (0, T]. 
To summarize the preceding developments we have identified a set 0, 
increasing families of u-algebras (,<, t E [0, T]) and (a,, t E ]O, T]} and for 
each t E 10, T] a set P[ such that for each 5, E P( there exists a probability 
measure Pit on (Q,.fl under which 
dz(s) = g(s, z, &(s, z)) ds + u(s, z) dw(s), 
where ( M’$, s E ]O, t ] is a Brownian motion under P,,. We now show that this 
approach to interpreting a system of s.d.e.‘s satisfies the model of Section 2. 
LEMMA 15. When 7c,,,& is identified with u~s.~% [0, s] x Q + U given by 
uZs~ltfr, z) = z&(r, z), the s.d.e.‘s model satisfies the stochastic control model 
of Section 2. 
Proof To prove this all that remains to be shown is that rr,,(& E 8’ and 
that P,,(A)= P,,,,l,(A) for all A ES7;. Clearly nXs.‘lr satisfies (13.i). From 
11113 IPil s E [O, T]} is a martingale on (G, ;TT, P,) with respect to 
(5, t E [O, T]}. Hence E.~[p~(~“~~‘*l)] = Ebg;O[pi(~~‘)] = E$[p’,(u”)] = 1 and 
(13.ii) is satisfied. Therefore ks,,c, E Ps. Also for <, E %r and A E 6, 
pX,.,dA) = EE,,,t,(zA) = E,[&“““‘)lA] = E,[pb(““)‘Al = 
E,[E,‘;[pi(u”‘) Z,]] = E,[Z,pl(u*‘)] = P,,(A), and the proof is complete. 
We now prove a property of the s.d.e.‘s model which assumes added 
importance as a consequence of Theorems 5, 7, 8, 10 and Lemma 13. 
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THEOREM 16. The s.d.e.‘s model possesses the e-lattice property. 
Proofi Let <, E P&. and & E P& be such that ~r,~<, = rt,,,<, for some 
t E (0, rl. Let S = {w E Q: E:(L)(w) -E;:(L)(w) > 0). Clearly S E 9,. 
Define &: [0, T] x R + U by 
uyt, z) = u”qt, z) for z E s, 
= uyt, z) for z E SC. 
E,?&u~’ satisfies (13.i). Also E,fO[pt(u53)] = E~[~~(u~~J’~~) ,!?~[~)T(&)] ] = 
0 0 “‘,‘“‘){r,E~[pt’(u”‘)J + Zsc~o”;[p~(~sz)] } ] = 1. Hence u[; satisfies 
(13.ii) and belongs to FPT. Now 
E;;(L) = I,EK’(L) + Z,,EK’(L) > Z,EF$L) + z,,E;;(L) 
= E;j[L] a.s. P: ,[, , r. 
Similarly E::(L) > E:(L) a.s. Pzrr, and the &-lattice property is proved. 
Since the above proof is valid for arbitrary costs, we can apply this result 
to integral costs and establish the results of [ 141 without appealing to the 
stronger “relative completeness” property [3, 41, the proof of which for 
s.d.e.‘s requires a lengthy Zorn’s lemma argument. In specific, Lemma 3.1 
and Theorem 3.1 of [4] can be replaced by Lemma 5 of this section and 
Theorem 6 of IS]. 
We now restrict our attention to EI costs and proceed to obtain necessary 
and sufficient dynamic programming optimality conditions for the s.d.e.‘s 
model. In what follows, z(s) is partitioned into z’ = (x’ : y’) where the n- 
vector x represents the components of z not available to the controller, while 
the m-vector y represents the components so available as observations. 
Correspondingly g and u are partitioned into g’ = (g; : g;) and u’ = (a{ : a;) 
and Ey(g2J is denoted by ii,. v(f) = y(t) - sh ii, ds is a martingale on 
{a,, t E [0, T]} under P, called the innovations process, see [4]. Since all 
measures {Plr, lT E Pr} are mutually absolutely continuous, properties shall 
be said to hold a.s. with specifying a particular measure. In addition, when a 
function f, has as its domain Q x Pf or some subset of it, we shall let 
.r: = fr(w 7w3. 
In what follows we require that the families of u-algebras (‘5, f Cf [O, T]} 
and {rir,, f E 10, 7’]} be right continuous and complete. We therefore render 
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these o-algebras right continuous and complete with respect to P,. Note that 
by doing so the u-algebras are complete with respect to all probability 
measures of interest, since they are all mutually absolutely continuous. 
THEOREM 17. Let 5%: be the set of value of decreasing controls. Then 
co E 22, is optimal, if and only if, there exists Jo E R andfor each t E [0, T], 
a,: Qx?Yy-+IR and b,: flX%/y + R both jointly measurable and such that 
a,(., t,) and b,(.. t,) are Qt,-measurable and satisfy 
(i) s,’ 1 bf(’ dt < 00 and E, st bf dy, = 0 for all t E [O, T] and such 
that 
(ii) Vi = J’) + Ik af ds + jh bi dy is nonnegative and satisfies (14) 
(iii) Vk = 1 a.s. 
(iv> af + b: & + Vicf >, 0 = af’ + bj’&“, $ Vi’cf(l a.s. in (0, T] X a. 
Furthermore p is the optimal cost. 
ProoJ When (14) is satisfied define F,(o, 5,) = VI(w, &) exp 1: cs(o, 
7c,,, <,) ds. F: is nonnegative, jointly measurable in (t, o), ID-measurable and 
Fk = V: exp(jl ci ds) = exp(Jl ce ds) = ET(L). Furthermore, 
dFf = exp 
= exp [(af + bf & + Vfcf) dt + bf dv,J. 
Thus F: is a submartingale on {Gf, t E (0, T]} under P, but is a martingale 
for { = {‘since (v,, s E [0, T] } is the innovation process, see 141. Since the 
conditions of Theorem 6 are satisfied, to is optimal. 
To prove the converse, not that by Lemma 13, Vi is a supermartingale on 
(~9~, t E [0, T]} for {E P’(;.. Therefore from (6) with (E Py, E,[Vj] < 
EJVf+, exp(.f:+h cf ds)] < El[Vf+, exp@h)] = exp@h)El[Vf+,l < 
exp(kh) E,( v:]. Hence limh+o+ E,[ V:+h] = E,[ V:]. Since I?,[ k’f] is right 
continuous, it follows from Chapter VI, Theorem 4 of Meyer [ 181 that Vi 
admits a right continuous modification which we denote again by Vi. Now 
by the definition of V: and (3.iii) and (4), V”, = 1 a.s. for all c E %/r, and it 
follows from (6) that 
exp k(T - t) 2 Vf 
= e r1 - essential infimum Ey 
Ileq-:X,,TI’=rr~J5) 
[ k’&‘exp &‘c:‘ds)] > 1 a.s. (15) 
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Now yj defined by yi = ln(v$ is right continuous. Also, by Jensen’s 
inequality [ 181, 
0 < E[yj] < E[ln Vi] ,< In E[ V,“] < k(T- t) (16) 
and y: is integrable. Hence yf is a supermartingale on (gt, t E [0, jr]} under 
P, from Chap. V, Theorem 8 of [ 181. Also, from (16) lim,,, Es[yf] = 0 and 
yj is a potential. Since yi < kT for all t E [0, T], it follows that it is of class 
(D) and from Chapt. VII Theorem 29 of [ 181 there exists an unique 
integrable natural increasing process {Aj, t E [0, T]} such that of = 
EY(Aj) -AI. Also, if we define /3, Hal = (l/h)[yi -E:(yj+,)] for h > 0 
then lim h,I;p;‘rdS=A; ’ m the sense of the weak topology of a@,‘, L”) 
for each fixed t. From (6) E;i’[ V,“, h exp(ji” cf ds)] > 0 a.s. 
Hence Ey[ exp(j:th cf ds) - Vi/Vf+ h] > 0 a.s. giving 
E?‘lexpC(‘, s 
Ey[ v;/v:+h] < 
It h cl ds] a.s. From Jensen’s inequality it follows that 
< i In EF[exp(kh)] < k a.s. 
Thus {P, , h,t. h > 0) is a uniformly integrable collection of random variables. 
Following now the arguments of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 of [4], which 
utilize a martingale representation theorem, we arrive at a representation of 
14 as 
y;=y;+ ~(~i+sfl:,)ds+CrSjT;‘dv,, 
!’ 
where 
0 0 
(i) jT (8: (’ dt < co a.s. (ii) E, f 8: dy, = 0. 
0 0 
Since V: = exp(y$ by the differentiation rule [ 191, we obtain 
(17) 
(18) 
‘:+h 
ttk Vl 
-=I+ 
Vl t I f 
$ [vi + S:g:, + ;S:u;,uz,S:] ds 
t 
th vs 
+ @Sir; dv,. 
I 
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If we denote exp(jh cf ds) by 0;, then similarly 
tfh 
exp cfds= 1 + 
t+h 0% 
c[ ds. jj” 
t 
From (6), 
EF [%expj:‘hcfds] > 1 as. 
(19) 
(20) 
Substituting (18) and (19) in (20) and using the product rule, 
Since Vi and 19: are 21 and a,-measurable, 
tth 
+ V”8”6”T-‘dv >0 
I 
ssss s/ as. 
The latter integral is a martingale: Hence, 
Using the limiting argument of Theorem 4.2 of [4], 
v:e:(qj + sfk:, + j6:~,,~,,6: + cf] 2 0 a.s. in 10, T] X LR. 
Dividing by 0% and defining af = Vi?: + ~V~S,o;,u,,S~ and bt = Vi 6: we 
obtain ai + bi $zs + Vicf > 0 a.s. in [0, T] x R with equality holding when C$ 
is optimal. Also (14.i) follows from (17) and the fact that Vf is bounded. 
Furthermore. 
Vi = V, + 
I 
’ (a% + bf &) ds + ’ bf T; ’ dv, 
0 I 0 
= Vo+~~a~ds+~~b~dy,. 
To complete the proof we identify V, with J”. 
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The results obtained in Theorem 17 are the multiplicative analogs of the 
necessary and sufficient dynamic programming conditions of Lemma 4.1 and 
Theorem 4.2 of 141. We remark that, as in [4], the classes of ,stochastic 
differential equations considered in this section are extremely general. In 
particular, the functions g and u are not restricted to depend at any time t 
only on the instantaneous value z(t) at that time, but are allowed to depend 
on the whole past of z(.). Specialically, systems with delay and other infinite 
dimensional systems are not excluded. 
In [4] the optimality conditions for integral costs are specialized to 
completely observed systems and completely observed “Markov” systems. 
Such extensions are not treated in this paper, but we believe they are 
possible. They could be the subject of a future paper. Instead we turn our 
attention to some specific classes of systems for which optimal controls are 
obtainable. 
5. LINEAR, EXPONENTIAL AND GAUSSIAN SYSTEMS 
In notable papers Jacobson [ 71 and Speyer et al. [ 8, 201 have introduced a 
class of systems called Linear-Exponential and Gaussian (LEG) systems 
featuring linear system dynamics with measurement of performance by the 
exponential of a quadratic form. In [7] it has been shown that a completely 
observed system with Brownian motion noise corruption, 
dx(t) = F(t) x(t) dt + G(t) u(t) df + W’1’2(t) dw(t) 
and a performance index 
J(u) = E ,u exp f x*(T) Q,x(T) 
[ 1 
+ 1 oT (u*(s) R(s) 4s) + x*(s) Q(s) x(s)) ds 1 1 (21) 
possesses, under some definiteness conditions, a linear optimal control which 
is implementable by a finite dimensional system. 
Subsequently 18, 201 has shown that the partially observed system 
corrupted with Brownian motion disturbances 
dx(t) = F(t) x(t) dt + G(t) u(t) dt + W”2(t) dw(r), 
dy(t) = H(t) x(t) dr + F’“‘(t) dv(t), 
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where only y(.) is available for observation also possesses a finite dimen- 
sionally implementable optimal control when the cost function is of the form 
J(U) = ,uE X’(T) Qfx(T) + fr u’(s) R(S) U(S) ds I] . 
-0 
(22) 
The key to the finite dimensionality of the optimal control is the cost (22) 
which is more restrictive than (21). 
In this section we consider the system 
dx(t) = F(t) x(t) dt + G(t) u(t) dt, X(O) - N-f,, PO), 
dy(t) = H(t) x(t) dt + V”‘(t) du(t), Y(O) = 0, 
J(u) =luE exp f x’(T) Q,x(T) 
I 1 
(23) 
+ [’ (u’(s) R(s) u(s) + x’(s) Q(s) x(s)) ds , 
“0 
where (us, s E [0, r]} is a standard n-dimensional, separable and measurable 
Brownian motion independent of x(0) and where F(.), G(a), H(.), V(.), R(.) 
and Q(.) are matrices of appropriate dimensions with real-valued piecewise 
continuous functions of time as their elements. Also V(.) and R(+) are 
assumed symmetric and positive definite while Q, and Q(a) are symmetric 
and nonnegative definite. p is either >0 or (0. 
The controller has access to the observations y(=) and attempts to 
minimize the cost J(U) by controlling u(s). The characteristic feature of this 
problem is that while there is noise u(.) corrupting the observations y(.), 
there is no noise in Eq. (23) for the state. 
It is correctly suggested in [8] that this system also possesses a finite 
dimensionally implementable control. However, the candidate for optimality 
in ]S] is not correct (essentially due to some minor errors). We provide here 
the optimal control and a martingale proof of optimality. 
PROPOSITION 18. 
u”(t) = -R - ‘(t) G(t)[L(t) a!(t) + M(t) q(t)] 
when the parameters of the solution dejined below exist and P-‘(T) > pY. 
L(t) = C,(t) + @‘(T, t) 
i 
1’ 
0 
@‘(s, T) Q(s) @(s, 7’) ds j C;(t), (24) 
I = c,(t) + @‘(T, t) + @‘(T, t) f @‘(s, T) Q(s) @(s, r> ds j C,(t),(25) 
0 
d?(t) = F(t) a(t) dt + G(t) u(t) dt + K(t)[dy(t) - H(t) a(t) dtl, (26) 
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J?(O) = x0, 
b(f, s) = F(f) @(f, s), @(s, s) = I, 
d,(f) = -F’(t) C,(t) - C,(f)P(f) -/fC,(f)K’(f) V(t)K(t) C,(f) 
+ L’(f) G(t) R --l(f) G’(f) L(f), (27) 
C,(T)= Y[Z-pP(T)Y]-I, (28) 
c>(f) = - F’(f) C,(f) + L’(f) G(f)R - ‘(f) G’(f) M(f) 
-PC,(f) K(f) vt> K’(t) C,(f), (29) 
C,(T)= -[Z-pYP(T)]-‘, (30) 
d,(t) = M’(t) G(r) R ‘(f) G’(f) M(f) -pC;(f) K’(f) V(t) K(f) C,(t), (31) 
C,(T)=~tlP-‘(T)-~YJ~‘, (32) 
Y = Q, + [’ @‘(f, T) Q(c) @(f, T) df, (33) 
JO 
K(f) = P(f) H’(f) v- ‘(f), 
P(r) = F(f) P(f) + P(f) F’(f) - P(f) H’(f) v- ‘(I) H(f) P(f), 
P(O) = PO > 
f(c) = 
I 
(-’ @‘(s, T) Q(s) @(s, 7’) ds @(T, t) G(t) u(f), 
"0 I 
P/(O) = 0. 
(34) 
(35) 
ProoJ: Define 
where 
b(t) = - $0.x(f) tr( V(t) K’(r) C,(l) K(1)), 
a(T) = (det(Z-pYP(T)) -‘I’. 
I 
(36) 
(39) 
Using the composition property of linear systems [ 211, 
x(s) = @(s, T) x(T) - I’ @(s, T) G(r) U(T) dr. 
s 
(38) 
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From (38) 
D k EF x’(T) Qfx(T) + I’ (x’(s) Q(s) x(s) 
0 
+ u’(s) R(s) u(s)) ds 
!I 
x’(r) Yx(T) + x’(T)N + N’x(T) + Z) 
1 
, 
where Y is given by (33) and 
N = f [--9’(c, T) Q(c) (,’ @(t, z) G(t) u(r) dr) ] dt, 
0 t 
’ u’(r) G’(r) @(t, r) dr ] Q(c) [I’ @(t, r) G(z) u(s) dr] dt 
t 
I 
7 + u’(t) R(t) u(t) dt. 
0 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
Now x(T) is conditionally normally distributed with mean a(T) and 
covariance P(T). Utilizing this, we get 
D = ,u[det(P-‘(T) -pY))‘)]“* ,B 1 
[det P(T)]“’ 
expl ya’(r)[-P-‘(r) 
! 
+ P-‘(T)(F’(T) -/#-‘P-‘(T)] 2(T) 
+ i’(T)(PP’(T)(F’(T) -,a-’ 
+ [N’(P-‘(T) -pY)-‘P-‘(T)] Z(T) 
+pN’(P-‘(T) -pY)-‘N i- Z . 
I 
After some algebra, it can be shown from (28), (30), (31), (32), (34), (35), 
(37), (40), (41) and by appropriate changes in the order of integration, that 
D=F”,. 
Thus F: satisfies the required boundary condition of Theorem 6. Also by 
using the stochastic differential rule, (24k(27), (29), (31), (34) and the fact 
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that (v(t) - 1; H(s) i(s) ds) (the innovations process) is a gaussian 
martingale on {9Zt”,, t E [0, r]), we obtain that 
G’@‘(T, s) u ds 
0 I[ 1 II 
where m(t) is a martingale on (g,, t E [ 0, T]} under P,. Now since a(t) > 0 
and R(r) > 0 it follows that F,” is a submartingale on {at,, t E 10, ‘I1 } under 
P, for all u and a martingale for u ‘. The optimality of u” then follows from 
Theorem 6. 
As remarked in 181 this controller requires the computation of t/(t), and 
this is reminiscent of the integral compensation in classical control. The 
differences between our solution and that of (8 J are in those equations 
involving the transition matrix @(t, t). 
As argued in Section 1, for p = 0 the solutions of the LEG problerns agree 
with their LQG counterparts. Other interesting properties of the LEG 
systems are given in [7, 8, 201. In addition [22j also features a two-person 
nonzero sum game with an exponential of quadratic cost for one player. 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have shown that measurement of the performance of a 
stochastic system by the exponential of an integral form is not only a useful 
and general formulation, but is also tractable. Starting with very abstract 
systems, a hierarchy of optimality conditions has been obtained which also 
includes necessary and sufficient dynamic programming conditions for very 
general partially observed systems with Brownian motion disturbances. Also, 
optimal controls have been provided to linear systems with exponential-of- 
quadratic costs. Some results of independent interest concerning optimality 
in stochastic dynamic systems have also been obtained. 
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